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Quickly turning to him, Saionji said: "Huh, I see. Well, Baron
Harada, wait a minute! Now, what do you want of me?*'
"An interview and your picture."
"I won't say anything about politics, as you know, because if I do
the whole nation will shake, but my picture-youVe got your camera^
haven't you? Do you think my old farmer-like attire is all right? If so,
hurry!"
At the unexpected reply, the reporter hastily snapped one. "Thank
you very much, Prince Saionji!"
"Is one enough? Take one more; it might be convenient for you to
have another."
After the second shot the reporter again asked for an interview,
but was refused, "Why don't you give us some news, Prince Saionji?
We can meet any condition you make."
"Huh, one vital reason is this: If I give you reporters interviews,
hundreds of other people will ask the same privilege, those politicians,
you know. At heart I am fond of newspapermen—I was a newspaper-
man myself about fifty years age-but I can't do it, I hate cheap
politicians— Don't you put this in the papers, ha, ha, ha!"
With his household Prince Saionji was once more at his Setfuso
home in Kyoto to pass the fall season.
After his early walk and breakfast, Saionji meditated in his study
for some time, and then called:
"Aya, come over and prepare ink.'*
"Yes, my lord"
The housekeeper spent nearly an hour rubbing a cake of Chinese
ink against the shallow part of the rectangular inkstand after dipping
it time and again into the water at the deeper end*
"Now, bring a large writing-brush and that piece of silk cloth I
bought die other day, and also a piece of clean linen to spread under
it"
When everything was ready he said: "Help me pin these down on
the mat, the linen first, and then the silk. Huh, there! Until I call you
again you may retire,'*
The soft morning sun shone into his room through the paper
screens. After another period of deep meditation, he picked up the
brush in his right hand, dipped it gently into the ink and slid close
to the silk piece spread over the mat His eyes measured the space.
He held his breath for a moment, and tried to steady his shaking hand

